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ABSTRACT 
Teaching is to impart a thought. There are three significant pieces of a correspondence a) sender of information 

b) message/information c) collector. In teaching measure it is critical to generate student's interest. In case 

interest is construct appropriately, the learning system can occur viably. For this reason utilization of teaching 

material is significant as they have the possibilities to stir interest in teaching-learning measure.  

In the current age of sciences and technology, the most common way of teaching and learning likewise depends 

on the most recent technology. Teaching becomes interesting when an educator utilizes diverse teaching 

materials since it straightforwardly includes student in the teaching-learning measure. It makes illustrations 

pleasant and noteworthy. The current paper highlights the different methods to improve academic achievement 

and personality of primary students. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Teaching materials are key factor in establishing compelling teaching and learning environments. 

These aids straightforwardly address to the five faculties so the odds of neglecting become less and interaction 

of learning turns out to be more powerful.  

Teaching aids are particularly essential to become familiar with another language since they foster the 

appropriate images to them and make an interesting atmosphere for the students to make learning simple and 

understood. It assists with expanding the jargon and work on the course since educator can convey addresses 

effectively and clarify the ideas of sections. Teaching aids empower all students of the class to take part 

effectively and they can relate the point to genuine situations.  

An educator can be model, storyteller, artist, moderator, artist, friend and job player. By assuming these 

parts in the classroom an educator can encourage the students to take an interest effectively in the class. It will 

likewise keep them caution and adapt effectively.  

Teaching is a social activity and it is preposterous to expect to show students without partaking in this 

interaction. An educator and a student both ought to include in this activity to perform better. Teaching aids are 

vital instruments in teaching measure which can include the two of them.  

At the point when an instructor utilizes ill-advised teaching materials in the class, students face loads of 

hardships in learning second language so the teaching material should raise the student's interest in any case the 

student will gain nothing. Utilization of legitimate teaching material backings language teaching, it raises the 

student motivation towards learning.  

Student’s vanity likewise works on in the wake of teaching legitimate texts in the classroom since they 

feel associated with the subsequent language. It is hard to tell how the student will execute in the genuine 

situations without utilizing real teaching materials in the class.  

Appropriate teaching materials likewise give motivation to the students to learn better on the grounds 

that it expands their interest. A student can learn better on the off chance that he gets adequate help from his 

educators so the job of instructor is additionally vital. Some researches guarantee that real materials have no 

worth as they contain bunches of troublesome errand which need to clarify in the class with loads of endeavors. 

In a blended ability class there are such countless frail students who are not influenced with these teaching 

materials. For them real and traditional materials are something very similar.  

In a classroom, an educator can include students during the time spent learning by doing some 

straightforward things like utilization of legitimate non-verbal communication, eye to eye connection with 

students, great look, giving students time to talk, calling them by their names and so forth This load of activities 

make friendly learning atmosphere in the class and overcomes any barrier among instructor and students. 
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II. METHODS TO IMPROVE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND PERSONALITY OF 

PRIMARY STUDENTS 
There are a wide range of sorts of teaching aids that can be utilized in class.  

Visual: Visual aids use feeling of vision. It incorporates genuine articles, diagrams, maps, streak cards, pictures, 

wool board, white board, flip graphs, models and so on  

Audio: Audio aids are normal teaching device which incorporate study hall sound system, individual head sets, 

radio and so on In languages class, instructors use accounts to demonstrate how the language is spoken. It is 

utilized as a sporting activity. It includes the feeling of hearing.  

Audio Visual: These aids can incredibly affect teaching. It includes the feeling of vision just as hearing. Audio 

Video aids are multi tangible materials. They can be delivered, distributed and utilized as arranged parts of 

education program. Educators can utilize informative or narrative video to improve explicit subject or theme. It 

as a rule require TV, digital video player, projection, film strips and so forth  

Mobile Technology: Mobile technology is all over. Mobile learning is moderately more affordable opportunity. 

It is helpful as it is available from anyplace. In the classroom it can supplant traditional method of teaching 

which make weariness. A mobile gadget gives information inside or outside the class so there is unequaled 

association among friends and educator. It offers new chances to both instructor and student.  

Language games: It fosters the essential abilities for example tuning in, talking, perusing and writing. It 

additionally creates fearlessness and correspondence expertise of the students.  

Language Lab: It is present day teaching strategy utilized as audio or audio visual aids. Assortment of tuning in 

and talking abilities are presented to the students. It is furnished with PC, video, electronic testing, word games, 

tests, discusses and so on  

 

News Paper: It creates students understanding expertise. Determination of newspaper material is likewise vital 

in light of the fact that it fortify exploratory writing, knowledge of design and language. An educator can make 

it interesting by giving distinctive assignment to the students.  

Improvisation: Improvisation in valuable in teaching at the more elevated level. "Improvisation, when 

consistent with itself, transcends any limited setting, line, authoritative opinion, guidelines, drives, habits and 

fears abiding at the time of the joys of the present time and place. He further focused on that improvisation isn't 

expository, reasonable and ethnical in the traditional western idea of knowledge and between subjectivity".  

Improvisation is an interaction which can work on students' open ability. It straightforwardly improves 

languages abilities, genuine correspondence in a student. They appreciate learning in play way strategy through 

imitation, sensationalizing, singing, moving and so on It is normal guide without any expense.  

 

Academic performance is generally estimated by the last grade acquired in the course, which is one of 

the most concentrated on markers of academic achievement. Considering the developing tensions for academic 

achievement, academic performance is critical for students, educators, and the public education system liable for 

the detailing and execution of educational arrangements. Along these lines, there are hypothetical motivations to 

accept that somewhat steady individual traits (personality), a school and study-based variable (learning 

approach), and a more unstable individual variable (prosperity), will be interrelated.  

Hence, knowledge of these relationships will be valuable not exclusively to advise school 

policymakers, yet in addition to illuminate teachers and guardians concerning which teenagers need more help, 

and in what regions, to make more prominent academic progress. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 
The deep methodology is described by the student's hidden directing expectation to expand scholarly 

arrangement and concentrate significance from the errand, i.e., it surmises the presence of inborn motivation. 

The student looks to comprehend and build up relationships between ideas, sum up learning to new ideas, and 

various situations. Students who adopt this strategy have a functioning interest in the subjects and use rationale 

to comprehend the ideas.  

The surface methodology is portrayed by the presence of outward undertaking focused motivation and a 

shallow strategy. This methodology is described by mechanical and regenerative learning, utilizing the 

remembrance of content, with low commitment and exertion with respect to the student, with negligible time 

spent, however with tension to confront requesting learning undertakings. Surface motivation is considered 

instrumental and then student will likely gain proficiency with the base important to satisfy what is required, 

breeze through the test, and stay away from disappointments.  

As to and academic performance, based on the Big Five Model, concentrates on show that 

appropriateness and openness to experience are positively connected with motivation for achievement, more 

viable association in educational experiences, and a deeper way to deal with learning.  
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Conscientiousness is related with more noteworthy target direction and extroversion with authority, 

estimate, and performance goals. Neuroticism is related with the evasion of academic motivation (proposing that 

students keep away from parts of academic life) and with a surface learning approach.  

The school isn't only a position of greatness for learning. The school is additionally where teenagers can 

be cheerful and solid, where they can make friends, foster social and passionate abilities, and foster their 

personality. Hence, the school is a favored spot for the advancement of prosperity, regardless of whether 

affective (related with experiences of positive and negative situations and occasions) or non-affective (related 

with the impression of social help, fulfillment, and quality of life).  

Affective prosperity alludes to the frequency and intensity of positive and negative feelings and mind-

set. Non-affective or cognitive prosperity alludes to explicit areas and global assessments of life like social help, 

quality of life and global life fulfillment. Therefore, juvenile prosperity is related with a few pointers of 

developmental directions, including school contribution and academic achievement and performance.  

Prosperity is additionally a defensive factor for negative wellbeing results. Young people with more 

significant levels of prosperity are stronger, show less misconduct and forceful practices, lower level of gloom 

and tension manifestations, more noteworthy confidence, feeling of adequacy, and transformation.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Students' academic performance is firmly impacted by student achievement motivations, which are 

formed by individual attributes. Among the singular attributes associated with the development of achievement 

motivation, disposition and personality assume significant parts in students' inclinations for certain learning 

draws near.  

Despite the fact that demeanor and personality are moderately steady and dispositional measurements, 

students' motivations, including achievement motivations and academic performance, tend to be impacted by 

students' passionate states, including prosperity (both affective and non-affective prosperity). 
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